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AFFIDAVIT OF JESTAN SANDS

I, Jestan Sands, a citizen of The Bahamas, currently studying abroad, make oath and say as
follows:
1.

I depose hereto from my personal knowledge unless otherwise stated, and where
otherwise stated, I set out the grounds and sources of my information, which I verily
believe to be true.

My background
2. I have worked in the hospitality industry for over a decade. Between 2005 and 2007 I
was the Assistant Guest Service Manager/Resort Assistant Manager at the Four
Seasons Resort in Exuma. I then worked as the Property Manager at Nygard Cay
between 2007 and 2008. Between 2009 and 2013 I was the Operations Manager at
the Abaco Club in Winding Bay. From 2013 to December 2014 I was the Executive
Assistant Manager of Operations at SuperClubs Breezes Resort in Nassau, Bahamas.
From the end of January 2015 until June 2015 I was the Acting Property Manager at
Nygard Cay. From June 2015 until December 2015 I was the Project Manager at the
NygArd Slims store at the Mall at Marathon in Nassau, The Bahamas. I am currently
studying to further my career in the hospitality and restaurant operations industry.
Employment by Nygard International Holdings
3. As stated above, I previously worked at Mr. Peter NygArd's property, Nygard Cay, as
his property manager for one (1) year from 2007 to 2008. Initially I was hired as his
food and beverage manager/special events manager before my role changed into
property manager. I assumed this role for six (6) months in 2015. During each period
of my employment at Nygard Cay I was employed by Nygard International Holdings.

4. I had heard, as a result of applying for a job at Lyford Cay Club which is in the area
where Mr. Nygard lives, that Mr. Nygard was looking for a property manager as he
was embarking on opening up his own private rental resort. I applied to NygArd Cay
where Ms. Bianca NygArd, his daughter, telephoned and interviewed me.

I

subsequently was interviewed by Mr. NygArd and hired on the spot as his food and
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beverage manager/special events manager. My role subsequently changed to property
manager in the months thereafter.
5. I was responsible for implementing all standard operating procedures for the resort,
from the rooms to food and beverage and events. Bianca Nygard was lead, and I was
her second in charge, called a "2IC".
6. I and the other staff provided a hotel experience for paying guests staying at Nygard
Cay. In essence, I assisted Bianca NygArd in executing the leadership of the entire
stay for the guests. I was responsible for guests from pre-arrival, ensuring that all
information required for their stay was obtained, that we met their room needs, and
that the menus and activities were suitable. We offered the paying guests at Nygard
Cay the entire concierge experience. Post departure, I was responsible for following
up with guests, ensuring that they received all materials, photos, anything that was
memorable from their trip and ensuring that they were completely satisfied with their
experience.
Association with criminals
7. Whilst I was working at NygArd Cay last year, two men, called "Bobo" and "Toggi",
visited Mr. Nygard at Nygard Cay several times. They are both widely regarded in
The Bahamas as criminals from Bain Town, which is a relatively deprived area in The
Bahamas. The men were friends of Lawrence Harrison, who is a well-known gang
member that has worked for Mr. Nygard.

8. Whenever Mr. Nygard returned to Nassau, Bobo and Toggi would be among the first
people he invited to meet with him at his house on arrival. They would meet with Mr.
NygArd to give him an update as to what they had been doing for him. I have also
been present on multiple occasions when they have had dinner with Mr. NygArd at
NygArd Cay. After dinner, Mr. NygArd would pay them cash for the work that they
had been doing and were going to do on his behalf. In my experience, that is how Mr.
Nygard routinely operates with people he hires, i.e. he has them around for dinner and
pays them in cash afterwards.
9. I remember on one occasion Mr. Nygard had a 'secret meeting' with Bobo and Toggi
off the property. A colleague who worked with me at the Nygard Slims store, Karin,
had a rental car which Mr. Nygard and his main girlfriend/assistant at the time, a
woman called Biehare, borrowed. I was advised by Biehare, and verily believed, that
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she and Mr. Nygard took the rental car to Bain Town for a 'secret meeting' with Bobo
and Toggi.
10. After on of their meetings and dinners with Mr. Nygard, I escorted Bobo and Toggi
out of Nygard Cay. I remember one time in particular walking them out and hearing
them talk to someone else. They said words to the effect that:
"Your boy [meaning Mr. Nygard] hired us to take care of this. We can
take care ofthat guy for him. We can deal with that for him."

11 If you are Bahamian and you hear someone like Bobo and Toggi say they can "take
care of someone' you know that this means killing them. I understood that the
reference to "that guy" was a reference to Mr. Louis Bacon. They did not say his
name expressly but everyone knew that the meetings between Bobo and Toggi and
Mr. Nygard were all about Mr. Bacon. Their entire agenda was anti-Louis Bacon and
I understood that this was the only thing that the meetings amongst Bobo, Toggi and
Mr. Nygard were about.

12. On another occasion when I escorted Bobo and Toggi off the property, I remember
them asking me if Mr. Nygard was serious and was really going to pay them to kill. I
said I did not know and that if Mr. Nygard had said he would pay them something,
then they would have to take that up with him.

13. I did not specifically hear Mr. Nygard say that Bobo and Toggi had been hired to kill
Mr. Bacon; however, it was my understanding that they had been.
SWORN before me at the City of
Toronto in the Province of Ontario
this 28th day of February, 2016.
)

Jestan Sands

NOTARY PU
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Peter Nygård’s infamous sexual fetishism for feces. You’ll recall…
back in February 2012, HSK exclusively learned a pair of nowfamous females — one former Baywatch blondie, and a Vogue
Magazine iconic Black beauty — are not only ex-members of
Nygård’s reported harem, they’re also said to have served the
billionaire up with scat services!
“Pam was getting $38,000 a month,” a source
previously revealed. “Beverly Johnson was getting
sponsored by Peter too, but I don’t know how much.”

Who’s Jacky Talking About? – February
24, 2014 Today’s blind item was turned out
at a young age by producer Mr. Collipark. Our
23-year-old blind item may now just be
entering early manhood, but thanks to an ATL
walk ...
Who’s Jacky Talking About? – February
21, 2014 This west coast rapper is known to
boss up and roll with G’d up goons. But back
in the day.. he once took off like track star
Usain Bolt and ...
Who’s Jacky Talking About? – February
18, 2014 He may be a millionaire, but what
many people may not know is his infamous
Hollywood reputation for being a cheapskate.
According to our tipster.. he treats his Black
employees ...

Now… we’ve got evidence proving the Canadian-based retail
giant’s freaky fetish for feces!!
“If you’re not serious about your own reputation, I
suggest you say so. I’m sure I can get Louis Bacon’s
lawyer to take a look at them.. deposit my money or
they’re out of my hands.” -Tahzmoye Cunningham,
to Peter Nygård

Oprah Named
Producer Of
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HSK has exclusively landed a text message exchange, between

Who Knew? Prince
Gave Lee Daniels His
Start In Film!

session surrounding Nygård; a pair of emails documenting a bank

Game Admits Kim Is
The Only Kardshian
He’s Hit Up!

Nygård and a suspected recent harem member, confirming a scatwire made by the Finnish fashion icon, “to make sure she erases
all THAT… XXX (shit)… video”; and images of the woman said to
be at the center of it all!
According to the set of 17 text messages (11 of them sent from
Nygård’s (310)***-**** cell phone number), on and about April
11, 2013, a female close to Nygård contacted him to give the
billionaire “a heads up” after she apparently learned a woman
(who the pair refer to as “Taz”) “had some video” of Nygård —
reportedly demanding “Taz” fulfill his feces fetish. It’s an event
stated to have led “Taz” to become enraged. In the text messages
following, Nygård asks if the video involves “shit?”. That’s before
he eludes to Jamaican people being “evil”; instructs the woman —
who he notes “u brought her to me in the 1st place” — to contact
“Taz”; delivers details to “pay her the 5K pay when u see her
erasing ALL what she has (I’ll send 10K today – 5 for Taz n 5 for
u)”… and mentions “between u & I after this she [Taz] is history.”

Peter Nygård’s Sadist Wrath Caught On
Camera!
Fashion Tycoon Peter Nygård Paid $10K
To Make Scat Video To Go Away!
Breezy’s Got 99 Problems & Tina Davis Is
Number 1…
Kim Kardashian’s Porn Star Side Chic
Revealed!

A source has revealed the identity of the woman at the center of
the scandal. We’re told… “Taz” is short for Tahzmoye Cunningham,

El DeBarge’s Mother Pens Open Letter To
HSK Re: Tian McKissack

a reported Jamaican beauty queen, noted for previously crowned
‘Miss Teen Jamaica’ and ‘Miss Teen Bahamas’. Though we can’t tell

Birdman’s Love For Kimora Lee
Simmons!!!

you exactly how long Tahzmoye was part of Peter Nygård’s
infamous harem, she is confirmed to now be ousted from the

Move Over Mena: Rich Dollaz & Jhonni
Blaze Are Smashing Now!

“Hedon of a circle.”

HSK Exclusive
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Exposed
True Industry Stories
Reality TV
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“So what’s it gonna be Peter? And who is this third

Down-Low Celebrities

party you speak of? If it’s someone I feel safe around I

LGBT (Gay) Rappers

have no problem letting them erase all files AFTER I

Celebrity Sex Tape Scandals

receive my money.” -Taz

Rumor Has It
Celebrities Nude

From our findings… it wouldn’t have been until about six-months

When Drugs Are Bad

after the first text message was sent when Nygård is documented

The KKK

as ultimately opting to deliver, on November 4, 2013.

Tatted Up Holly’s A Round The Way
Hoodrat!
Pastor Deitrick Haddon Nude Selfie
Exposed by Jump-Off
Tip & Tiny Exposed Using Grand Hustle
Brand To Bag JumpOffs!!!!
D’Wayne Wiggins’ Faces Karmic Destiny
… Just Ask Beyonce!
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Gospel

As for the man mentioned in Taz’s email to Nygård, Louis Bacon

Uncle Toms Cabin

— he’s said to be Nygård’s former next door neighbor and

HSK Beats Carmen Bryan To The Punch:
Exposes Tracey Waples First!

longtime arch enemy. Ironically, reports reveal Nygård filed a

Source Spills Berry Gordy’s Pimpin’ Past

lawsuit against the American hedge fund manager “for allegedly
trying to ruin his reputation.” That would explain why “Taz” chose
to drop Bacon’s name and cite Nygård’s “reputation” within her
message to him.
Peter Nygård’s April 2013 text message exchange over Tahzmoye
Cunningham’s video documenting Nygård’s infamous scat fetish:
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Confirmation of the Nov. 4, 2013 $10K bank wire:
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Cunningham’s final email to Nygård, sent before the noted
bank wire:
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38 Responses to “Fashion Tycoon Peter Nygård
Paid $10K To Make Scat Video To Go Away!”
1. Anonymous | February 25th, 2014 at 09:45
These black girls who get down with these white freaks do
not have my sympathy.
Bestiality, cropophilia, it is what the cave man do
[Reply]
Bella Reply:
February 25th, 2014 at 21:51

There are more Black men down with sexually deviant
behavior than Black women. Cuckolds, men on Craigslist
seeking out women who are into K9s, etc. The world is a lot
more vast and a whole lot sicker than what is published on
HSK.
[Reply]
2. benji hamilton | February 25th, 2014 at 09:53
If we assume this is true, in additon to being perverse, she’s
dense too!
You only got 5 stacks from an alledged billionaire??? While
holding evidence of his dirt??? She obviously doesn’t fear for
her life ’cause she attempting to blackmail him, soooo why
settle for $5000? TMZ would have paid more than that.
And his racist a**…”she’s evil-very Jamaican”…but HE that
one with a fecal fetish? The mind of the white supremacist is
beyond twisted.
[Reply]
Scorpiess Reply:
February 25th, 2014 at 12:32

LOL.
[Reply]
Josh Reply:
February 25th, 2014 at 12:38

That was not racist as Jamaican is a nationality. If he would
have called her a black bitch, that would have been racist.
[Reply]
benji hamilton Reply:
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February 25th, 2014 at 15:55

Semantics is the white supremacists greatest tool. Nowhere
in the known univgerse is does the word “Jamaican” conjure
up any imagery other than that of black person or
black/african culture.
At least for now…
Splitting hairs on it being a “nationality” only preps us for
their takeover of the island. Which they can if the give back
our continent.
[Reply]
Anonymous Reply:
February 27th, 2014 at 02:14

What continent?
[Reply]
3. Glittery Pink Heels | February 25th, 2014 at 09:57
She had all that and she sold it for 5k? Cheap date for him,
he’s worth billions. Wonder how much he paid her to take a
dump on his face or whatever. Disgusting. No amount of
money could make this tempting. Wtf is wrong w these
people? And I know Jamaicans. Her Bima is gone beat that
ass
[Reply]
4. Anonymous | February 25th, 2014 at 11:59
If having a great deal of money makes one a sexual
deviant.. I don’t want it. Seems these people with money
become bored with normal behavior and they need weird
things in order to become excited.
[Reply]
Josh Reply:
February 25th, 2014 at 12:39

Their sick sexual ways may be what drove them to success
in the first place, so they could do it all at will and attract or
force anyone they wanted.
[Reply]
Rita Reply:
February 26th, 2014 at 04:36

I have learned that alot of these singers and entertainers in
general are channeling demonic spirits that enable them.
Denzel admitted that he called on spirits to help him in the
movie Glory.
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[Reply]
5. KEVIN B | February 25th, 2014 at 12:06
In Hollywood, eating feces and drinking other people’s urine
and cum is part of the sex rituals. If you want to be elevated
in the industry you will do. This man is not the only one.
They got rappers,singers,actors,politicians on dvd doing
this. This is how they keep them in line.
[Reply]
Bella Reply:
February 25th, 2014 at 21:58

Truth. I had a person who has been featured on this site
more than once ask me, when I told him I needed to use
the bathroom, if I would pee on him. CRAZY. I wouldn’t
dream of it.
[Reply]
Matter Of Fact!! Reply:
February 25th, 2014 at 22:05

Truth. I know of a hard core rapper who likes it when men
cum on his face. He gets off on that.
[Reply]
i-love-tea Reply:
February 26th, 2014 at 09:37

popular, or some douche no one cares about?
[Reply]
Matter Of Fact!! Reply:
February 26th, 2014 at 16:08

Popular….he has had major success. Do not ask me for his
name because that would put the person who revealed this
to me in danger. She is in the industry behind the scene.
[Reply]
Cher Reply:
February 26th, 2014 at 21:05

Who
[Reply]
6. Josh | February 25th, 2014 at 12:40
Jamaicans always try to act like they are strong, but too
many of them love the white man and will do anything for
him. This is an example. This is why I don’t fall for that
“mighty Jamaican” BS.
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[Reply]
Linda Reply:
February 25th, 2014 at 13:28

Oh i am so glad you posted that comment. Jamaicans are
always trying to front like they are so above the human
condition and that they will never get into things like this.
Child please….homosexuals stay over in Jamaica just to get
fucked by those guys. I should know because my White coworker goes over there on a regular just for the sex. He love
it over there for that reason alone. Homosexuality is huge in
Jamaica. They get on my nerves with that BIG LIE that they
don’t play that over there. Spare me!!
[Reply]
7. WWDoNNMEDIA | February 25th, 2014 at 14:43
@jackyjasper I called @PeterNygard asked is it true u like
Scat? He said #whoisthis “u got it all wrong” then hung up
on me
@WWDoNNMEDIA
[Reply]
8. Tyrone | February 25th, 2014 at 16:01
A lot of rich whitemen have deviant sexual fantasies…
Nothing New! This is the untold story of white male
sexuality. Sistas see these men as easy marks, but, this ish
is on another level.
Ty
[Reply]
Anonymous Reply:
February 25th, 2014 at 18:20

A lot of rich black men and rich Chinese men and rich Arab
men have some pretty sick sexual fantasies too. When you
are super rich and you’ve had it all thrown at you, you start
to look for the strange.
That s not a racial thing.
If you don’t think black men are subject to this tendency
towards perversion, may I introduce you to Mr. Quincy
Jones.
and stop signing your goddam name Ty. You look like a giant
a hole.
[Reply]
9. ChopSuey | February 25th, 2014 at 16:26
He got turned out like the rest of them….Imagine going to
an “estate” somewhere in the woods where everyone puts
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hoods on & stands around as two children have sex with
each other, (that’s the intro entertainment btw) then watch
as they blood sacrifice a woman on the alter & then drink
her blood, urine & feces….this is some of how they get
turned out by going to the rituals & once they leave the
“estate”, they are forever turned out & they can’t find that
type of stuff anywhere else but at the rituals, so they pursue
it on their own….enter thirsty azz Jamaican beauty queen.
[Reply]
MissK Reply:
February 25th, 2014 at 22:58

How do you know this? Were you present at one of these so
called rituals?
[Reply]
MissK Reply:
February 25th, 2014 at 23:13

This isn’t limited to just rich white men..Its usually people
who have all types of strange fetishes. These folks test the
limits of sanity and cross the line of decency. It gets to the
point where they have to do this to get off, because the
regular and ordinary does nothing for them. They get into
S&M, foot fetish, fisting, having morbidly obese women sit
on them, sexing in a bath tub full of mashed potatoes and
gravy..lol paying people to go to the bathroom on them, wild
sh*t that surpasses the word kinky. While I think its rather
disgusting..there is always someone out there willing to do
something for the right price! This man has money to play,
and I’m sure women willing to serve it up as nasty as he
likes.. if the price is right. Sad but true. He really is crazy if
he thinks that this woman hasn’t already sent that video to
someone else, or saved a copy of it.. She probably has a
plan to black mail his azz continuously.
[Reply]
10. BayouBabe | February 25th, 2014 at 18:05
$5000? I she stoooopid?
If this guy is really a billionaire, he would have paid several
million to destroy videos of him eating SHIT! Vivid Porn
House would have said millions:
WHITE BILLIONAIRE FASHION DESIGNER EATS BLACK
WOMENS’ SHIT
[Reply]
Bella Reply:
February 25th, 2014 at 21:54
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That mf is cheap AND he can’t spell. Tf is a ‘vidio’? He got
exactly what he paid for.
[Reply]
11. BayouBabe | February 25th, 2014 at 18:05
**Is**
[Reply]
12. BlackAnastasia | February 25th, 2014 at 19:34
Jamaicans are not from Ham either and they’re not
Africans.They’re Israelites from the tribe of Benjamin who
don’t know it yet.
[Reply]
real african hebrew Reply:
February 26th, 2014 at 09:42

u are incorrect
[Reply]
13. Bella | February 25th, 2014 at 21:47
Peter’s lacefront is laid for the gawds, though. Lol
[Reply]
14. Bella | February 25th, 2014 at 21:56
Whoever said the video should be sold to Vivid doesn’t know
Vivid’s demographic. Steve Hirsch doesn’t want that shit.
Literally. There are laws prohibiting the sale of such filth.
That’s why Max Hardcore went to prison.
[Reply]
15. Wuluwulu | February 26th, 2014 at 10:16
Hearing what some women are doing to live the life gives
me new respect for my 9-5. Sorry for those who are too
afraid of work, or must keep up with the Jones’ so they sell
their dignity for a few dollars. Wish em well.
[Reply]
16. Scorpiess | February 26th, 2014 at 10:25
Well damn, since he hates Jamaicans I won’t bother passing
him my number now.
[Reply]
Scorpiess Reply:
February 27th, 2014 at 13:50

^^ that was humour ….
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I would never.
[Reply]
17. vivavida | February 26th, 2014 at 22:37
all facts…. just ask model suelyn. he basically has his own
personal brothel on venice beach with 3-5 20 something
brown-skinned beauties. i went to a party there one sunday
and had to dip once the mood began to shift… every
bedroom has a lock where you have to enter a code to get
into. i found that very odd.
[Reply]
18. vivavida | February 26th, 2014 at 22:39
btw… the party was filled with nothing but young (mostly
black) models/ pretty girls. and all old white men! lol
[Reply]
19. Tameka wells | February 27th, 2014 at 17:55
Oh yeah how about all the suelyn medeiros sluts like her
that is going to his pamper Artie’s Ol peter had playboy at
his house in the Bahamas heliport and all and had what was
called the butt fudge sundae go figure eating Sundays out of
asses
[Reply]
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Man tried to set car on fire at anti-crime activist’s home | The Tribune
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Man Tried To Set Car On Fire At Anti-Crime Activist’S Home
As of Monday, July 15, 2013
• Sign in to favorite this
• Discuss Comment, Blog about
• Share this Email, Facebook, Twitter

The Rev. CB Moss.
By KHRISNA VIRGIL
Tribune Staff Reporter
kvirgil@tribunemedia.net
AUTHORITIES are investigating the attempted arson of a vehicle owned by Bahamas Against Crime (BAC)
Executive Director Rev C B Moss.
According to eye witnesses, at around 2:30 am yesterday a man was seen pouring a flammable substance onto
the BAC’s car which was parked outside Rev Moss’ home.
The culprit then lit a paper torch, but was frightened away by neighbours in the area.
Rev Moss suggested that the incident may have been an attempt by someone to intimidate him, but he said he
will not be deterred from continuing with the BAC’s work.
“I am determined to continue the fight to protect the inheritance and best interest of the Bahamian people. I
will not be discouraged nor frightened off by intimidating acts,” he said.
While the vehicle was not damaged, Rev Moss said crime is simply too high in the country.
“This act confirms that crime will eventually touch everyone unless it is arrested,” he said. “Crime will not go
away, but it must be driven away. It will reach you wherever you are.
“The most effective way to fight crime is for residents to take a collective stance against it. As the saying goes,
there is strength in unity.”
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February 2015 - ZNS coverage of 14th July Protest
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February 2015 - Pro Peter Nygard March, Anti Louis Bacon Protest
Video 3 attached to letter of complaint to Commissioner of Police dated 27
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BOBO: Hey, chief, how you doing?
PETER NYGARD: Whew, it’s been a busy trip.
BOBO: Busy trip, busy weekend.
PETER NYGARD: Yeah.
BOBO: Busy walk tonight.
PETER NYGARD: Yeah, yeah, I had to walk to work, walked across. So what’s
happened here?
TOGGI: Well first of all, we spoke to the Prime Minister and we spoke to Brave Davis
and everything has been cleared with you, with the land part. That's sorted out, the Prime
Minister say he doing that this month. He say you don’t have no worries about that.
BOBO: Secondly, we didn’t have the meeting, after the first meeting, we didn't have a
meeting because Michael Pintard is off, he is off the island or something like that so he
didn’t… He told me say when he come in, he will contact the people, and then we have
the next meeting but he didn't showed up, so Brave is aware that he didn't showed up.
Brave is aware.
PETER NYGARD: So we haven't had any success in that regard, eh?
BOBO: No, not yet. Not yet.
PETER NYGARD: Shit. Classless son of a bitches.
BOBO: Yeah.
PETER NYGARD: Yeah, Prime Minister has been saying that shit now every month
you know. That’s why I’m going to go have a meeting with him now when I’m here. I
leave by Thursday.
BOBO: Oh?
PETER NYGARD: I’m going to, I got a meeting with the Prime Minister of St. Kitts on
Friday, uh, set up the whole stem cell program over there. I set up the stem cell clinic
program over there in China now. I met with the President of China, so that part is going
along.
BOBO: Yeah.

11724205_1
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PETER NYGARD: Yeah, you guys have...
TOGGI: Well chief, you know, we got your back man, ain’t no one can’t do nothing
against you.
BOBO: Chief, we here to protect you by all means, you know?
PETER NYGARD: Yeah, I saw that tonight. Yeah, that was very good.
TOGGIE: Chief, I ain’t got no time to fuck around; anybody, anyone violates you, you
just let us know.
PETER NYGARD: Yeah.
TOGGI: Brave know, Brave know how we go, you understand?
PETER NYGARD: Yeah, and the Prime Minister saw us very visible together now, so
he knows… he knows the connection now, too, because nobody having not been in the
public with you guys too much now.
MIKE: Nygard! What’s up, man?
PETER NYGARD: Hey, hi, Mike.
MIKE: I saw you on the camera.
PETER NYGARD: On what camera? Your security camera?
MIKE: Yeah, my security camera.
PETER NYGARD: Oh, my god!
MIKE: You actually parked to the wrong spot. This is my bar here.
PETER NYGARD: Oh, my god!
MIKE: Come on in, man, come on in and have a drink.
PETER NYGARD: Okay, let me just finish the meeting out here, I’ll join you.
MIKE: Okay, you know how to get to the bar, right?
PETER NYGARD: I do, I do. Okay, all right.
21724205_1
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MIKE: Okay. All right, buddy.
PETER NYGARD: Fuck. I’m so fuckin’ visible, it’s unbelievable.
BOBO: Yeah chief.
PETER NYGARD: I can win this fuckin’ election.
BOBO: Mm?
PETER NYGARD: I could win the election.
TOGGI: Yeah. See, what Brave told us, is that we have to get your back because you’s
the sponsor and we’s the muscle, you understand?
PETER NYGARD: Yeah
TOGGIE: So that's what Brave tell us, so if these guys fuck with you, chief, I will fuckin’
deal with them, trust me. I don't care what the consequences is, I will deal with them, you
understand? Because you have our back and you have Brave back, I know Brave is the
man for us, right? For everybody.
PETER NYGARD: Yes, see, the PM is supposed to issue this lease. There’s nothing to
hold him back from issuing the lease that they have now promised for 30 years for me to
have built on government property. They gave a letter of authorization almost 25 years
ago. They said they were going to send me a lease. They never did.
BOBO: They must, Louis Bacon must be working for the fuckin’ PM. The PM must be
working for fuckin’ Louis Bacon, that’s all I can say, because there’s no reason why,
chief, he gotta take this long.
PETER NYGARD: There’s no fuckin’ reason it should take this long and keep making
these fake promises after promise after promise. He was very distant because he was
embarrassed about meeting me, you know.
BOBO: Yeah, he can’t face you.
PETER NYGARD: They can’t face me, yeah.
BOBO: Yeah. I think it will be all right though chief.
PETER NYGARD: As soon as he gets the fuckin’ lease, Bacon’s campaign is now over.
The whole campaign about him is to prevent him from being able to give that lease and
31724205_1
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that work permit until he wins the election, and the next government won’t do it, and then
Bacon’s got me by the fuckin’ balls.
TOGGIE: Chief, we cannot let Bacon get away, by no means.
PETER NYGARD: [INDISCERNIBLE 00:04:38] he is a vicious sort of a fuckin’ bitch.
I mean, today, I had to spend two days now interviewing for another press that maybe
Bacon’s put out there to try to put this into an international [PH 00:04:52] scam, between
two billionaires fighting together and who knows what the fuckin’ story is going to be.
The trouble with him is he’s fabricating and producing falsified evidence as fast as they
goddam well can manufacture it. So now he’s got a whole crowd of people out there, and
my information sources out there that he’s trying to fabricate me to get in, be guilty of
human trafficking, you know, and it’s a big fuckin’ hot issue, as you know, and then he
gets falsified people you know, giving a statement, producing false evidence. Nobody
even knows them for fuck sake. So anyway, he’s a dangerous guy that way but he’s not
afraid to produce false evidence. I’d never ask you because I’ve never been used to this
kind of game [INDISCERNIBLE 00:05:44]. He’s in this fuckin’ world, you know.
Anyway, the most of the action now is outside of the Bahamas. The action is in the
United States and in Fort Lauderdale and New York and LA. He even had his guys go to
China to meet up with my people in China. He [INDISCERNIBLE 00:06:05] every
[single fucking person who ever worked with me for the last 30 years, you know, so he’s
intense. He’s intense, but I want to put a stop to this fuckin’ lease. The Prime Minister
has got to do this fuckin’ lease. He’s got to get some fuckin’ courage.
BOBO: He needs to hurry up on that, chief.
PETER NYGARD: He’s got to do it right now. That’s the push. That’s the push
everybody’s presumably having, Brave is having, Shane Gibson’s having. You guys are
pushing him, I’m pushing him, and this push has to intensify now this week.
BOBO: Chief, you see, and then he really knows us, right? You see that?
PETER NYGARD: Yeah, I saw that.
TOGGI: Chief, I ain’t ga lie, right – we gotta fuck these niggers up man, they playing
games, they playing around man. See its like Brave say, do you understand? He’s the
Deputy Prime Minister, he won’t be too open, but he say ‘Man if they fuck with Nygard,
Nygard can’t sponsor us no more and then we fucked.’
PETER NYGAARD: Yeah, they’re fucked because nobody else is gonna do it.
TOGGI: Nobody else is gonna sponsor them. Five million dollars? No one else is gonna
do it.

41724205_1
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PETER NYGARD: The only other guy who was there, very distant from me, but the
second guy was Craig Flowers, and he’s plenty pissed off man, he wouldn't even
[INDISCERNIBLE 00:07:10] right now. I’m going to meet with him tomorrow. But he’s
so fuckin’ pissed off with the Prime Minister breaking every goddamn promise he made
to him, and he’s going to meet up with me now and see if the two of us – he’s much
secondary, I mean. [INDISCERNIBLE 00:07:27].
BOBO: Chief, boy I ain’t ga lie, chief I can’t let them fuck with you, I’m telling the
truth. Brave always is tell us that. The last time we see him, he said ‘Listen – you’ve got
to have Nygard’s back. We can’t fuckin’ afford for this boy to run Nygard; Nygard is a
big sponsor to us.’ And you see, Brave is tell us straight up because we…, you
understand?
PETER NYGARD: Yeah.
BOBO: So he tell us straight up, Nygard’s a big sponsor so we can’t let it fuckin’ go. We
cannot let it go.
PETER NYGARD: Yeah, and you guys have more than just muscle. You guys have
political contingency. I mean, you guys got a control of a lot of the politics as well, you
know.
BOBO: Yeah, we have.
PETER NYGARD: It’s a matter of rallying the troops behind the scenes and… you’ve
got… ah fuck.
BOBO: You always tell me say, “Bobo, you know, you really don't take much before
you trigger off,” you know?
PETER NYGARD: Yeah. All right, I’m going to meet with him, I don't know if he said
tomorrow or the next day he comes back. He said he’s going somewhere but I could not
hear but ah, I’m leaving Thursday, and I want to get some fucking action this week. I’ve
got a meeting with the Deputy PM as well and see what the hell he’s doing because the
PM is fucking up the Deputy PM’s fuckin’ future, you see. Even if he decides not to run
any more, and that's what he said, it’s Brave who is going to get sacrificed here, and
Brave fuckin’ well knows it.
BOBO: Chief, I can’t afford for them to scare… run you off boy. Boy, if I could catch
that fucking stink ass Louis Bacon, I swear to god chief, I …
PETER NYGARD: Yeah, you’re right. He’s a fuckin’ criminal, man.
BOBO: Fuckin’ kill him chief if I catch him.
51724205_1
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PETER NYGARD: He’s a big time criminal. He’s like Hitler.
BOBO: He’s hide a lot.
PETER NYGARD: Yeah, he hides.
TOGGI: Chief, all we need is one day with him in the Bahamas, that’s it.
PETER NYGARD: Ah he ain’t coming, he ain’t coming. He won’t show his fuckin’
face here. He already made it seem to the press that he’s afraid to come here because, you
know, presumably I’ve got a hit on him for fuck sake, so he’s already come out, because
he’s very clever. He makes this into a political press campaign so that’s what he’s
advancing now, that I’ve got a hit on him. Anyway, and so I’m a bad guy therefore I’ve
got all this shit. We’re going to be in touch this week sometime anyway and...
BOBO: So chief, you know, we break. Ain’t no things, but we break.
PETER NYGARD: Yeah, yeah, I’ll come back and take care of you guys.
TOGGI: Huh?
PETER NYGARD: I’ll come back and take care of you.
BOBO and TOGGI: Okay, chief.
PETER NYGARD: Yeah.
[Peter Nygard leaves car.]
BOBO: Chief, he say he’s coming back. He say he’s coming back all [INDISCERNIBLE
00:11:38] alone. Chief say he’s supposed to come back to handle it. Where y’all going?

61724205_1
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This is a Transcript of audio recording dated 12th May 2015. This present are Peter Nygard
Bobbo and Toggi. All speech is represented by initials
B: Hey Chief how you doing?
PN: Good.
B: That meeting was a lil long with you and the DPM.
PN: Well yeah, the DPM meeting yeah. So the fucking lease everybody’s frustrated with the PM,
you know. He's holding up that fucking lease, which could unravel every God damn thing with
Bacon back on his fucking heels and he's just holding back on that damn thing, for whatever
reason its mysterious. I'm gonna have a meeting with him tomorrow and lay down the law to him.
But he's fucking up this whole thing. These, these kind of campaigns, I dong. row an dat damn
thing, for whatever reason its mysterious
B: Who put this out?
PN: Bacon
B: Bacon put this out?
PN: Save The Bays. You know, this is center page with that… I’ll give you two copies anyway
B: This the march. Chief you know he can’t get us for the march, we’ w never tell we was doing the
march.
PN: Huh?
B: He can’t get us for the march, no one can get us for the march.
PN: Well this is side-by-side right? Like that. And of course they’ve got Christie’s face in there and
my face, and then of course now making it like Christie is not the only one living in fear so they're
trying to promote this whole fear campaign, you know, or this intimidation campaign and they're
trying to make the whole thing a criminal environment, you know, which just looks bad for the prime
minister all the corruption and the crime and everything, so he doesn’t win the fucking election,
taking me out of the picture, you know, and destroying my whole fucking reputation and everything
else, and they take the whole fucking PLP out of there. These campaigns now are coming at us in
an ever increasing pace here, you know they got the town hall meeting coming up with more of this
shit, you know. It’s a very carefully orchestrated program that’s coming at an ever-increasing pace
you know. And meanwhile, you can keep that and meanwhile Christie was already supposed to
start his political campaign going, you know, as of May 1st, you know, and due some of this stuff –
because the campaign’s on now, fucking political campaigning going – and this is the start of their
fucking campaign to take down the key guy who’s the financier of the whole fucking PLP party,
take him down first, you know? Tie them together. Tie me into corruption tie me into intimidation,
tie me into getting contracts out for his life you know? They are trying to nail me in USA about
human trafficking, human trafficking, trying to buy out people the same way as they tried to get you
guys, buy out people just to make some statements to that effect so they can go ahead and put it
in the fucking press, you know? So the ah…
B: We gotta put the pressure on the PM, chief.
PN: I’m having a meeting with him tomorrow and…
B: We spoke with him, we spoke with him and we say he will get the things, he will get the things,
ah ah, going but he told us, he say it just like this: ‘What the fuck Louis Bacon wants from Nygard?
Just like that he say it, you understand?
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PN: Yeah.
B: See the PM and the DPM they tell us up straight, they talk to us straight up, like, you
understand? ‘Nygard is a big sponsor to us and you guys is the man on the street.ever increasing
pace if I tell him, I say, Listen, if Nygard go, automatic he lose the election. He know that.
PN: Yeah.
B: DPM know that too, DPM tell him that.
PN: Yeah, yeah that’s right, and Nygard’s very close to going; I gotta take care of my own fucking
ass so I’m meeting with the prime minister of St Kitts now to go over.... We have the whole fucking
100 million dollar investment going in over their now. The whole medical Stem Cell, etc. I’m not
putting with this shit here now I pissed away five million dollars. Since the PM got me involved its
cost me five fucking million dollars of bullshit shit. My time is the most valuable thing and for me to
spend time like this is so fucking unproductive you know I got big fucking things to do you know.
B: Chief, I ain’t like how this fucking man putting us through all these problems man.
T: You understand?
B: Its too much problems, and the PM fucking could do something about it.
T: You understand?
B: I don’t like how he is putting you through all these problems man.
PN: No they, they
B: I’d like to kill his fucking ass.
PN: I think we’re all united in an issue that puts huge pressure on PM now from every fucking
Cabinet minister from Gibson, Shane, you guys, everybody. Without you guys and me they lose
the election as you have control of the field and I have control over the fucking finances you know.
T: You understand.

B: Chief you know we ain’t got no time to play, once we hit this road.
PN: Here’s his [inaudible]
B: We own the streets
PN: Here’s his fucking girlfriend right now.
B: Yeah
P: He’s a horny [inaudible]
B: Yeah man chief, we gotta put this pressure back on fucking him again man.
PN: Yeah
B: We can’t afford for fucking Louis Bacon to keep pressuring, pressuring, pressuring you.
T: Nice lady.
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PN Yeah thats what’s keeping me up our friend young and virile.
T: Yeah (laughs)
PN: So, he's going to have a meeting, he’s gonna have a meeting with you, you guys. I told him, I
said ‘look, you gotta develop some strategy with the boys here. I said, you guys can’t sit here, you
know, idle. So far in this whole fucking time I have been away nothing has happened. Zero, you
know. If something would have happened, you guys would have been informing me already of the
stuff, you know. Do those microphones work? Did you get them to work good? I had Eric fly down
to Miami to buy them for you for the [inaudible].
T: We got to meet the schedule next week.
PN: Fucking gonna catch those son of a bitches.
B: So everything gonna be okay chief. …fuck with you chief.... hey, no, we get your back, we ain’t,
the DPM ga tell you, we get your back 100%. He ga tell you how we go man. Just how we have
his back, we got your back, he know how we go.
PN: Yeah, whatever the back now means is the key issue, you know? I mean we knowe
B: The back, the property is the main thing, once that sorted out I think everything will be sorted out
after that. So we gotta put some foot in the PM back for that.
PN: well there’s 3 things. One issue is the lease, second issue is the work permit that’s in the
Deputy Prime Minister’s hands he can give that lease a soon as they lift the injunction, injunction is
a bunch of bullshit. That, that is getting tied up on the ground right now they expect to maybe get
that done by the end of the month
B: Injunction?
PN: Yeah Bacon threw an injunction against the government
B: The government or Bacon do it?
T: Bacon throw an injunction
PN: Against the government to stop them from giving out the lease or any work permits because
they were charging him fraud. You know what they were charging him with fraud, that the
government has a secret deal with me so I could build my Stem Cell Clinic at Nygard Cay you
know, and therefore, Lyford Cay doesn't want to have any businesses like that in there but the
government’s plotting to do it anyway in a secret deal for me, and of course it has nothing to do
with me ever wanting to do it there’s no such fucking thing but they fabricate it, remember I told you
guys, this information through David Davis the PA who was prime minister Christie’s PA, he fired
him ever since, and he threw in there falsely a statement that said that. He then falsely released
that to The Tribune who wrote this piece of article shit, you know, and ah, said that that said that is
what happened. They then went to the Lyford Cay people and said, ‘Lyford Cay people we want
you to help get an injunction against the government they have been fraudulent and trying to hide
the fact that they really are plotting, Perry and Nygard to put a Stem Cell Facility at Nygard Cay
and do you want that? if not please sign here on an injunction, of course they don’t want that and
of course it’s all fucking fabrication. They then took what Michael Major’s, three-pages out of
[inaudible] proposal, because always have to be publicly announced and publicly shown exactly
what was going to build on Nygard Cay. They stole three pages out of there and withheld it, and
made it seem like we were trying to hide, like the government was trying to hide something, maybe
in those three pages presumably included the stem cell clinic was at Nygard Cay, that was a
fucking another farce, you know, and then [inaudible] they threw the injunction against them to
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stop them from giving us the permit. And then of course they buy off the fucking judge that hold the
injunction, now you supposed to have an injunction in place for 2 weeks they’ve had it for 2
months, the other injunction they’ve had in place for 2 years, so they decide to hold the whole thing
up in courts now and then be able to claim that the government’s corrupt, it’s got a corrupt
deal…so on the basis of all the Lyford Cay people are saying governments corrupt, Save The Bays
is saying the governments corrupt, none of those fucking people even want to be part of it
meanwhile they railroaded those, they hijacked those guys names in there. So it’s a phenomenally
clever fucking scheme you know to win the next election on the heels of being corrupt and now
they building a further campaign to try to show that even the prime minister is afraid for his life, you
know and that Bacon is afraid for his life you know because this Nygard and this environment is so
fucking corrupt you know and so dangerous to be in, you know, and nobody likes that in a
Bahamian electorate so it’s a massive fucking campaign so he’s gonna have he’s gonna have
some other town hall meetings coming up, I dunno if you are familiar with it? They called for town
hall meetings.
B: Mr. Bacon?
PN: Yeah
B: In the Bahamas?
PN: Yeah Save The Bays is under the disguise that he’s doing this now and Save The Bays is
having a town hall meeting you know and of course at those meetings they may come back at this
stuff you know.
B: Will he be there to those meetings?
T: No, he ain’t ga be there.
PN: No I won’t be there
Bobbo: I meant him, Bacon, will he be at the meetings?
PN: No he won’t show, he won’t show his fucking ass.
B: Maillis, Maillis will attend those meetings?
PN: I don’t know he might, he might, he might. This is orchestrated by Fred Smith you know they’re
having those meetings of course every time we disturb those they call for police protection and
plead this security problem such a clever scam going on you know.
B: Chief don’t worry about no police, only 2 things in this world: either order or chaos man.
PN: So somehow I told Brave now that we gotta develop a program for you guys behind the
scenes now to play fucking interference with all this shit cause they are busy beavers lining up all
kinda bullshit
B: Chief you need to fucking play with their brains man, lets have another protest or something,
play with their fucking brainse, you understand?
PN: We need a playbook we need some fucking playbook
B: Let’s have a next protest or something, back in Rawson Square.
Phone rings PN answers
PN: Hello. Andrew hello, yeah I’m just leaving, I’m on the road so it should take me maybe 15/20
minutes I think… should take me 15/20 minutes. Ok.
End of phone call
PN: Ok. So look, the next play is to have a meeting with Brave, you guys have a meeting, I’ll have
a pre meeting with a with a Christie then we get together again before I leave so we have a fucking
game plan so there a whole activity program going here because as this going in this fucking
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neutral right now it ain’t working man. I mean this is insane to go back into this [inaudible] shit, I’m
served at 3 in the morning, four fucking policemen come and serve me with this fucking big
document of shit and in fact I got to give that to Brave. Then they write about it in the paper you
know something that been around for a year now this contempt charge for presumably moving and
cleaning up my sand from my marina and putting it back on my beach, that’s contempt. Meanwhile
Lyford Cay moves their sand from their marina and dumps it on top of the docks at Jaws Beach to
prevent the guys, Bahamians, from using that fucking beach. In fact, we gotta go on some fucking
campaign there. I gotta go on some campaign there because you got the beach into use, gotta get
the people to start using it. Here’s an injunction against the government to prevent the government
from building that dock up for the Bahamian People. The Bahamian people use that dock to launch
there boats to go fishing. Bahamians use it to go waterskiing, jet skis to do it, meanwhile they put
do not trespass signs and destroy the fucking thing, do not enter fucking signs around the whole
fucking thing mean while they cut the whole God damn thing up. Meanwhile he brags about it and
says he saved that beach for thousands ten thousands Bahamians, Bull shit. He’s prevented
anyone from going on there. And we gotta, I gotta get something going on that fucking thing.
B: Chief, you we could handle, we could work some out whereby you know something could work
out, something could happen.
PN: I gotta plot some fucking plans up in here cos this, this here we got no leadership. Overseas
we got a well orchestrated fucking campaign and I got nobody over here orchestrating fuck all.
The key leader is sitting with his thumb up his ass, Christie, and then there is nobody on our
fucking PR team at all whose…. I have to have some more meetings with these guys, to put this
whole thing together.
B: Chief but you leaving Thursday when you scheduling to be back?
PN: Oh fuck not till the end of June. All kinds of shit’s gonna happen between now and then i gotta
leave this in good shape before that.
B: Yeah man chief we could fucking,
PN: Yeah I gotta get you guys employed, look, let me… I’m gonna touch base with you when I
come back but this is my highest priority that’s the reason came over here to clean up this fucking
mess and then I’ll also, let me clear up business ok?
B/T Okay.
B: We touch base Chief we see each other again.
PN: Yeah i think Wednesday
B: That’s tomorrow
PN: Yeah tomorrows Wednesday right?
B: Yeah
PN: I want Brave to do… I want to meet with Christie. Wednesday, latest Thursday morning latest
otherwise I'm gone man. I have no other choice.
B: Ok. Wednesday where?
PN: Well, normal place, we’ll find a way, eh?
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B: Okay yeah okay Chief
15:15:53 PN exits the vehicle.
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Transcript of Meeting 3 recorded 16.06.2015, Those
present in the car Tuggi, Bobo and Peter Nygard. All
speech is represented by initials.
21:31 PN enters car
T: Hey chief how you doing?
PN: Hey man
T. Chef, Looking good man, looking good
PN. Thank you my man
T. A lot of sexy girl around the mall today.
PN. Oh Christ, there just everywhere, everyone is after that
store.
T. Oh yea man
PN. It's built for the girls asses and they all love it, it's going to
be a field day over there. I'm looking for 100 fucking women
with the best asses to do a major show. You guys should help
me (laughing in back ground)
T. We have no problem with that.
PN. So what -(end video 2)
21:38 video 3
PN. …. do some shows with the radio, TV and stuff, promoting
the hell out of that stuff and higher all these girls, to do some
fucking fun things (inaudible)
T. You need to give Leo the heads up to keep both of his phones
charged up, just in case I can't react you I'II call him and he can
give me an update but this phone isn’t charged.
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PN. No?
T. No...
T. Deal?
PN. Deal… oh I see, ok.
T. DPM knows we’s working, he knows we working, this guy he
has everything what we ga need, so we’ll catch up with him, but
we is not bringing him to you, we don't want….
PN. Tomorrow I'm going to give you another one of my private
secure lines, I have that no one knows it but you guys will know
it.
T. Sure
PN. Then we talk on that. From my point of view you guys got to
be sure you guys are safe
T. Sure man
PN. The other guys haven't changed the phones yet so?
T. No
PN. Ah shit. I'II see you guys tomorrow
T. Ok chief 21:38.57 PN leaves the car 21:39 to 21:56.06 drove
back in silence, one drop off 21:57.57 video stopped
Page 2 of 2
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Recorded interview on 18-06-2015 commencing 18:05. Those present are
Peter Nygard, Bobo and Toggie
Transcript of DM-4, commences from when Peter Nygard enters the vehicle.
All speech will be indicated with initials.
PN: Not good at all. Fucking guys drag me to court tomorrow 10 o’clock with
that fucking media circus over there, every fucking media’s been covered,
fucking all of the fucking cameras and Justice Bain who’s being a complete
paid-off asshole, been holding me up three years, and then I’m up for fucking
contempt. The Deputy Prime Minister gave me a fucking permit to dredge the
motherfucking marina. I followed that fucking permit and then they tell me I’m
in fucking contempt. It's a fucking set up you know.
T: Chief, we going by the Deputy Prime Minister house tonight. Because he’s not
known, but I know where he…
Audio cuts out from 18:10:16 to 18:10:23
PN: He said he was going to call me back and talk to my lawyer. I mean it is the
height of humility, I’m gonna go and meet the fucking prime minister in another
country and another country and Fidel Castro and Cuba, and then I’m gonna end
up here in some fucking court there with some pinhead fucking judge. What a
fucking country.
B: You tried to call the Prime Minister but they said, they give us the number for
his office but he was in a meeting with another Prime Minister. Chief they
fucking around, straight up.
PN: I know, they are fucking around.
B: Brave, boy we told Brave the matters ain’t fucking around, straight up, we told
him that.
PN: I know. Everybody told them, I’ve been putting pressure on them all. I’ve
been sending emails down here (points at phone on lap), this is the worst fucking
experiences of my life I said, what a fucking thing. It cost me ten million dollars,
fuck around, since the Prime Minister let this guy loose (Inaudible) and their
fucking terrorists for christ sake.
T: Chief the PM, our guy is working. Take a look on this. Look at that good. I
told them I don't want them fucking come and then do nothing stupid, because
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this court case… you understand?
B: In fact approach him, you understand.
T: We have all the fucking pictures of Louis Bacon. I tell you he work,
Bahamian-Haitian guy, he don’t play.
B: He just like us chief, he is Bahamian-Haitian, he don't fuck around.
T: He’s a bright-skinned gentleman, you understand?
PN: Where’s this fucking construction site?
T: He from New York, I don't know where that is. That’s not here.
Page 1 of 8
B: I don’t think that’s here.
T: He from New York, he have everything. This nigga don't play. He been to jail
when I… jail too. He said just once you give him the word to fucking kill Louis
Bacon he’ll kill him.
PN: That's Louis Bacon?
B: Yeah that's him right there. Just give him the word. But you know this court
case is going on now, I don't think its…
PN: I can’t, I can’t kill anybody, you know, I can’t get into killing. I mean, I
never broke the law in my life and I don’t intend on starting right now.
T: Chief listen, I ready to, we ready to get this whole fucking thing over right
now. Because this is a bunch of fuck.
PN: The trouble with me and him is that he’s the fucking crookest dude I’m the
fucking straightest dude now I have to get into a pissing contest in this country,
you know? You get into a pissing contest in this country and you don’t piss, you
lose, right?
B: That's true chief.
PN: So, tomorrow…
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B: We wouldn’t let this guy see you. We’d never let him meet you.
PN: No no [inaudible].
B: He’s high end, he’s very high end.
PN: So, he took these pictures of Bacon where?
B: He took them inside New York somewhere, because he from New York. He
down from New York. He is from New York, he’s be in the Bahamas. But see I
want, chief, I’d like him for him to meet you but it might be a problem him
meeting you.
T: Chief I can’t take that chance, I don't want no body to meet you. I don't trust
nobody.
B: See, that’s how we deal with Brave and Christie, because only us two meet
them.
PN. [inaudible]
B: Whatever order you give us, we take it on, that's it - I don't need Tom Dick
and Harry to meet you
PN: Yeah, that’s exactly right, I took one of Bacon’s plants [inaudible] fucking
was spying, you know? So he plants fucking people on my goddam property.
And you know, you heard the fucking time when he had 12 policemen come and
serve me at the airport?
T: Yup.
B: Yeah, you told me about that.
Page 2 of 8
PN: Fucking [inaudible] dogs, guard dogs, at a time when we had already agreed
to have him serve my lawyer but they just wanted to make a spectacle of it, and
just instruct them to… you don’t serve… one guy serves, you know, normally,
documents appear in court which is the court today, you know. But instead I was
set up and now they are setting up the press to do a big fucking blow-up story
‘Nygard held in contempt or court’ whatever, whatever the fucking ruling is
gonna be out there now.
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B: Chief you know how I go, any problem you get I’ll take care of it, any
problem. All you have to do is just give me the word. Chief, we look like we
easing up now, since you seen us.
PN: Well, we have to think about this tomorrow because I wonder if we could
turn this around on Bacon – because you know having the fucking media there is
presumably to do a story about me being in court writing about me being in court,
in front of justice Bain, contempt of court again - then of course the press is
going to write it and the TV shows, ‘Mr Nygard doesn’t appear’, et cetera.
Instead we should be having something that’s saying that Bacon is not letting
Save The Bays be the person, but Bacon himself is setting this up and his racist
[inaudible] all that fucking stuff.
[Inaudible] and he’s gonna get the number one guy in USA, the number one
racist lawyer in charge of all this stuff – he’s gonna be representing one of our
guys who makes some really racist remarks of his. So his racist card is gonna
blow up in his fucking face (inaudible) the thing about Bacon is he’s as racist as
they come behind the scenes. One of the guys who who use to work for him, a
guy on TV and on radio, they got him on radio and TV, the fact that he used to be
hired by Louis Bacon to plant evidence against me. That they had planted drugs
on my fucking property and they were gonna call the fucking police to find the
fucking drugs floating on my beach. Fortunately for me it floated pasted me and
to my next-door neighbor’s house. So he’s telling all these stories on the radio for
Christ sake there’s 26 pages of a fucking bad police of Bacon himself that's out
there now grabbed by the press. So he’s also calling these guys about the goddam
racism, drug dealing, moving drugs, you know, bringing prostitutes to his place
all that fucking shit you know? His wife’s left him he put his wife in a fucking
mental hospital – she’s out to spill the fucking beans as well - all this shit is
coming down on him -(inaudible) a fucking harness - mean while he’s getting all
of his PR, this negative PR against me – he’s got a slew of shit behind him
B: Yeah
Page 3 of 8
PN: So anyway the punch line is that the racist card is his fucking vulnerability,
and it’s so fucking true. Every guy’s coming after him now will be ‘racist racist
racist’ - (inaudible) signs and of course he became very defensive about that so
his best defence is a good offence he came charging at that fucking stuff right?
And of course… let me see what this says.
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Seen using phone.
PN into the handset 18,14:03 : Hello - whose - yeah whose that? - oh Roger I’m
in a big meeting now I can’t talk.
Ends call 18:14.24, PN: Stalk - (inaudible)
T: Chief, you have a problem, we need to deal with this problem (inaudible)
PN: Well I’m just looking at tomorrow now and whether we can put a counter
play in there and go ahead and do this press while the press is over there and play
our fucking card - you know with the boys you know and make the fucking
media show more about him being a racist than me [inaudible], we got to derail
this fucking campaign of his immediately – to make it something… another new
emphasis on it. Bacon should be asked to leave this country . The Prime Minister
should ask for Bacon to leave this country. Any another other Prime Minster, this
fucking guy would be gone already. Pindling, Pindling, Ingraham, he would have
fucking been gone already. This fucking guy he puts the other cheek up and of
course he’s putting my cheeks up there. I say Perry, it seems like you want to put
your [inaudible] this fucking guy on his knees. And I’m supporting you for
basically, what is it? So really, so I don't need to fight this other guy.
T: When I spoke to Perry, he say ‘Man, why yall…’ he, this what Perry ga tell us:
‘Why y’all letting Bacon continue doing this to Nygard?’ I say, ‘You is the
fucking man,’ you understand? If we fuck… if we kill Bacon now, then that
means we go… fucking, you understand? Especially with this court case.
PN: You kill Bacon I go to jail so no no, how we got to kill him is at his own
fucking game, his own god damned fucking game.
T: Ok so, what you want u to do ?
PN: Well I think were going to have to really get [inaudible] at the court house.
B: I tell you, we can get big support for you chief - how much people you want
chief - how many you want?
PN: that's what I want to talk about right now – can’t get so many that they’re…
T: Two bus loads, three bus loads?
PN: I know I know, I know you guys can do it it’s just a matter of having the
right message… overrun with the fucking press you know. A message. What
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should that message be, you know? The message is that this is not anything to do
with Save the Bays, the only one using them is Bacon. He is hiding behind this
fucking Save The Bays shit. That’s not Save The Bays, that’s Bacon.
Page • of 8
It’s not Lyford Cay people it's always Bacon Bacon Bacon - Louis Bacon
T. So Chief we could, we could do some signs, say ‘Bacon leave town’ We
don't want him in our country.
PN. Yeah, ‘You’re not welcome in our country’, ‘You’re not welcome here’,
‘Leave town Bacon,’ you know, et cetera. He's making a mockery of that whole
judicial system. It’s the laughing stock of the fucking world, you know?
[inaudible] I'm just wandering what the key buzz words are right now - surely
surely, surely someone can write the word ‘racist’, one way or another.
Because he had a reporter hired [inaudible] racism, he knows that’s his
vulnerability - he covers it up – so what he does is he gets somebody to write
about it and then (inaudible) - it becomes old news and nobody else is going to
buy into the story, the story’s already been written by credible newspapers, I
know his fucking game already - so this guy is a racist himself - he slurs and
fucking racial remarks [inaudible] so we found out exactly what I suspected, that
Bacon hired a guy to write a racist story, to write the racist story that he wants to
write the racist story, and it should be written [inaudible].
T. So what about your boy, what his name was in the Department in the Ministry
of Works?
PN. He still works there. Major
T. Major. Michael Major.
T. So he still fucks around with you? Because I know after we threatened him…
PN: I don’t know if he still there or not.
T. How about this Fred Smith, he still…
PN. Oh yeah, he [inaudible] yesterday, making sure that I go to court tomorrow
(inaudible) and now they got a whole campaign saying Nygard was suppose to
show up at court yesterday and the judge has now ordered him to show up to
court today or (inaudible) arrested.
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T: Chief two things. One: we going to get that little [inaudible] what you need,
you understand? And two: you know our guy got these, I don’t want to bring him
to you chief, you understand?
PN: Yeah, I just thought this was a… I don't know where this is leading us, so
he’s got the information.
T: Yep we’ve got good information we know everything
PN: On Bacon in New York and other places - these pictures show that he
(inaudible)
T: He showed us, you understand? And this live pictures they ain’t no make up
pictures - I told him I said chief - just trust us you will be rewarded, trust us, you
understand?
PN: I wonder what he, I wonder what does this bring to the table.
T: I don't know chief but I really don't want nobody else meeting you chief - you
know we the boys
PN: yeah yeah yeah ill work it through you. I’m just trying to think so what can
he do - taking pictures or anything - you guys gotta catch him at something you
know?
Page 5 of 8
T: I know
B: Yeah
PN: Just like we’re trying to catch him at bribing you guys right ?
B: Yeah
PN: So that could be put on hold now and used later on or something, is that
what we…
T: Yeah, that could work.
PN: I think the Prime Minister is going to use this election campaign issue
somewhere down the line. I want them to do a whole fucking investigation on
Bacon…
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T: I know, I know.
PN: If they do a whole investigation and tap his fucking line, tap his line and
write whole fucking stories on him. (inaudible)
T: You ever ask him to tap his line? You ask him yet?
PN: I told him I said for Christs sake - it takes you two and a half hours and you
know everyting about everybody if the guy belong (inaudible)
T: Prime Minister slow man fucking slow slow slow.
PN: It’s disgusting it’s disgusting
T: If Pindling was alive, trust me.
PN: Pindling would have kicked this guy out a long time ago.
T: Fucking slow slow slow
PN: Ingraham Ingraham (inaudible) on TV whys isn’t fucking Perry Christie, he
should go to fucking parliament and call him out, he’s done so much damage to
the country
So in any case, in any case, I don't know where we have to go with that but
important right now is what happens in the morning - crazy (inaudible)
T: what time is it
PN: ten 0 clock in (inaudible) 10.15 is when I’m suppose to be there then 10.30
is when the courts supposed to start - but all the fucking press is going to be there
T: Well all you got to do is catch the media
Page 6 of 8
,
PN: Well the medias going to be there but that’s the problem, they’re just gonna
bombard with all this stuff, all this stuff over here, and forget all about me - I just
just sneak through the fucking back door - be a side show compared to the
show
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T: Oh chief you want us to make up some signs - Lewis Bacon has to leave this
country because he’s racist. Ok, but I’m not gonna put the Ku Klux Klan on it
right? Don’t put that part?
PN: The Ku Klux Klan is all about his ancestry his great great grandfather was
the leader of the Ku Klux Klan his name was Moore. Bacon named his, you
know, his company in his honor – Moore’s Capital Investment. Bacon restored
his Moore plantation where he was punishing all slaves [inaudible] put him on a
pedestal.
Vivian Whylly was fucking beside himself cos he tricked them and promised
them he (inaudible) - So here he is honoring his grandfather for being a racist and
belittling all the people who are here and especially me (inaudible) 18:24:03
T: (inaudible)
B: (inaudible)
PN: (inaudible)
T: (inaudible) PN: Did you see those toilets -(inaudible)
T: So chief, how many people you want us to bring out with us chief
(inaudible) we can’t do it too late.
PN: (inaudible) over whelm those fucking cameras right
T: (inaudible) how much people so we could (inaudible)
PN: I don’t know, maybe 50.
T: 50’s good?
PN: Inaudible.
T: That’s good, that’s plenty support.
B: Even if we have 60 (inaudible)
T: I want a lot of girl to be there (inaudible) some lovely ladies
PN: end of the day if I got (inaudible) swim suit on - lot of people very very upset
with Bacon - the administration is very upset with me (inaudible) and the fact im
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helping a lot of people I will be lynched (inaudible) happy for all the support that
all you people have given me. I need that right
Page 7 of 8
T: Yep
PN: along with everything else etc etc - we cant loose (inaudible) so guys gona
get that motivated (inaudible)
T: yeah
PN: (Inaudible)
B: LH is doing a good job on the talk show, on the radio
PN: Who?
B: LH
PN: [inaudible] so I think this is a very timely issue now to be very responsive.
PN: gives you a chance to earn some fucking money and be compensated - have
the media with and this report - you can see ho fucking pissed off I am
T: yep yep - chief be going around the round about two thirry in the morning chief we be up early early
PN: make sure they at ten the cameras are here and (inaudible)
T: No problem Sir
PN: So the whole fucking story is over
T: Ill start it over - handle everybody right atfer no more
PN: (inaudible) I’m gonna have to be (inaudible) T: ok no problem
PN: (inaudible) T: Chief safe one
18:28:31 PN leaves the car
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Transcript of DM-5 Interview recorded 06-07-2015 @
local time 20:30 approx. Those present in the car are Bobo,
an Tugi and Peter Nygard. All speech is represented by
initials
(****** represents Inaudible conversation)
B: Hey Keod Smith, what’s going on? Everything cool?
(inaudible) Hey Mr Mackey ***** just give me a minute.
PN: My fucking knees
T: Everything good?
B: What’s going on chief? Keod Smith ***** talking about us
hey?
PN: Yeah ***** we’re going, a couple of issues with these
guys, we’re going – I got to go try and meet the fucking prime
minister. Son of a bitch. So you guys haven’t had a chance to
meet with anybody, right?
B: No.
PN: He's up to his eyeballs with this Baha Mar. I’m gonna
goddamn try ****** Those guys hold the responsibility for
****** this fucking thing - those guys accepted free land from
the Bahamian government, accepted all the construction…
made a goddamn commitment. How dare they pull the rug
from underneath the prime minister and hurt all the people in
Bahamas.
B: We should run fucking them fucking back, run them.
PN: I said they are responsible, I said it over and over again,
that idiot kid who doesn’t know what the hell he is doing, and
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he’s got his daddy’s money, spending it *****. I’m so pissed
off you know, he’s got no right to hurt the people of the
Bahamas because jobs he associated with it, given a life like
that ***** bankrupt this shit government and they dare to stop
***** it's the Prime Ministers fault you know? and there's been
2 or 3 TV already today and yesterday calling him a fat
director and going to describe the charade of these fucking
developers, you know? I just love to compare it to Sol Kerzner,
he put that ***** together and right on like clockwork. This
guy puts this goddam shit together and just pulls the rug from
underneath. And it’s a year later already you know?
And then another issue is this whole battle is now taking up
***** we’ve got the number one civil attorney, racist attorney
in the world Billy Murphy he's the guy fighting for those
African-American kids that got killed and damaged in the
USA, most powerful lawyer in the civil rights movement, you
know Jessie Jackson and all those guys are his best friends and
et cetera. He's been here the whole weekend now in order to
gather evidence on Bacon ***** this goddam thing is coming
right down to the point that he’s a racist and he's trying to
string me up like, you know, like a modern day lynching,
right? Every god damn way, and that's what this whole
campaign is going to start coming to right now, it’s going to
turn into, it's going to turn into Clifton, you know? Hopefully
its gonna turn into…
I had a meeting at the weekend where I took rather
underprivileged children to my house ***** with them. I
pointed ‘You guys, you guys not ***** Finland, we were
living under the tyranny of Russia and we were not free.
(Audio breaks up) land of Freedom ****** and remember
******
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And I, said ‘See that land over there you guys, see that up
there?’ And I pointed at the Clifton. “That’s yours. Don’t you
ever give that up. This guy who lives next to me is trying to
take that land, he’s been trying to take that land for *****. And
I am going to do my level best to *****”.
Keod Smith he was fighting for that land and put those docks
in place, to allow people to go fishing and swimming and been
there and the put injunctions (inaudible). Now they have an
injunction with the Prime Minister for not use or development,
with a sign forbidding so way.
“No way, over my dead body. You got to enjoy that God
damned land of yours.” I said “Here, I'm giving a cheque here
to these guys,” they were a community group, you know? “For
the purpose of having an event for you every Sunday over
there. Driving the buses over there and having you enjoy your
beach. One of the nicest beaches in the world and it belongs to
you.” I said “You know inner city kids over here
Page 1 of 5
you don't get a chance to do that, I’m telling you, you get a
chance to do that right now.” That's why I hate these
(inaudible) We go and enjoy ourselves (inaudible) have a
party over there (inaudible).
00:06:30 Inaudible (whispers) ***** this guy, trying to write
this goddam story, doing some fact checking right now *****
You know what they used to say? ***** Dwight guy, Dwight
guy? ***** when I was going on Ortland Bodie Show, you
know ***** Mr Nygard ***** years ago, plantation ******
every single day of my life ****** you know what they use to
call you? They used to call you a nigger *****.
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B: (00:7:48) Bacon needs a slap in his fucking mouth man
PN: Fucking right.
B: You understand?
PN: *****
B: *****
PN: I say he’s gonna get that dick you know ***** Jesus
Christ ***** put that all on tape right now ***** Murphy
*****and then comes out more kind of things ***** Miller
was trying to come and see me trying to interview this guy Eric
***** Bacon **** security ***** stops him ***** doesn’t
make a phone call ***** turns him back *****
(Audio cuts )
What do u mean I can’t ****** you can’t, you got no
fucking right to stop anybody there.
***** he’s a racist fucking ass - I get so pissed off with the
guy being a modern day racist, right - you know we showed
pictures of these guys with Ku Klux Klan covers on their
heads?
B/T: Yeah.
PN: Well he may not have a cover on his head, he has a cover
– Save The Bays – he has the cover of… everybody,
everybody else is his fucking cover. He hides behind them
***** this whole battle is turning into, from here on in, into a
major fucking racist battle. That’s his weakness that’s what he
wrote a book… got this guy to… claims his reputation on that,
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that the way to Audubon Society, and I don’t know if that
***** needs to be louder but, the first line was that I turn to the
holy book, ‘My holy book is, Gone with the Wind.’ That’s his
fucking holy (audio cuts). That’s the most controversial (audio
cuts) in US ***** that confederate flag and Gone with the
Wind. Those are, his flag is reigning over these fucking
plantation sites and Gone with the Wind is his fucking Bible.
So this guy comes from the Grand Dragon of them all – you
know, you know Keod got his fucking book, the whole history
***** Grand Dragon of the Ku Klux Klan, that’s his ancestor
and that’s what he’s celebrating. And Whylly comes from the
slaves and here we got the generations, the slave master
fighting against the slaves still ***** he exports racism into
this fucking country we didn’t have racism in this country
B: No
PN: No he exported that fucking thing.
B- (inaudible) he fucking with you man, and I tell Brave that, I
didn’t tell him exactly what, but I said ***** keep on fucking
with Nygard because Nygard asked him to stop basically, but I
didn’t tell him why.
PN: Ok so, so I think somebodies (inaudible) Bacon
(inaudible mumbling) – even, even something like Al Capone,
people loved him (inaudible) you guys, you guys, you guys
***** let that son of a bitch try to*****
Page 2 of 5
T: They can’t ban us, we’re native, we’re native that’s our
beach.
PN: Yeah.
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B: Once you fund us, once you fund us, every Saturday…
when you want it to be, every Saturday?
PN: Yes! Let’s – I’ll do it every Sunday. You guys do it every
Saturday. And that fucking weekend, that that that place over
there, it’s gonna be rock and roll. Every goddam weekend. I
want underprivileged kids, Bain Town guys in there and
they’re gonna say ‘What a goddam beach that anybody can use
it,’ but I’ll tell you what, that’s one of the most beautiful
beaches in the world. You know? That fucking beach is better
than Nygard Cay beach. I’d like to have it. Bacon also offered
Keod, they tried to steal it for 25 million dollars, the whole
goddam thing ***** that belong to you guys, you’re fuckin
right, you know and there is no fucking way that white racist
fucking guy is gonna take that goddam thing away. I’m so
fucking pissed off about that.
We were trying… I had my models walk that ***** 25 of
them ***** they destroyed the fucking dock, they've destroyed
***** the goddam boat ***** do not enter sign, they’ve got a
dock on the swamp stuck on the land, they tried to keep it as if
it were an environmentally unsafe area, you should see that
place. Now he’s trying to do a little better, so just last year with
800 underprivileged kids ****** summer camp, and they had
promised to set it up for volley ball and swimming. Last
minute pulled the rug from under them ****** they came all to
my place and I held that fucking camp, that camp at Nygard
Cay.
13:12 So this year******, you join forces with me let’s
disregard (inaudible) he said I’ve already saved the goddam
place its already taken. On this tape he says, ‘I’ve save the
place for thousand, ten thousand Bahamians’ What the fuck,
your God damn Bahamian isn't allowed to go the goddamn
1720421_1
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beach instead of… don't give me that shit, saving the fucking
beach, no no no way no way that's for you guys, that's one of
the prime pieces of property in the world, you guys never give
that fucking place up
B/T: No
PN: We got save it for the underprivileged for the Bain Town,
you know, and so forth, right? That’s who fucking enjoys it. So
what’s the big problem, getting there? Then we’ll get buses, go
over there, fuck it you know?
B: Small things.
PN: That’s small fucking things you know, and then ***** fun
things, events over there. Going over there, and it will fucking
drive those guys nuts and there’ll be a goddam battle over there
forever, that’s the last thing fucking thing that they want *****
So then Smith, who is really a major advocate, he’s gonna do
the PR, so, they’re gonna tell about that place, about Whylly
***** goddam show and talk about it, and expose that goddam
guy over and over again. It’ll be the best goddam camp *****
Murphy is gone be suing the guy for God damn racism *****
Then of course we gotta get the fucking Prime Minister on his
fucking ass. Because this is… You know they tried to do is
they tried to make it seem like the prime minister can’t get
nothing done, he couldn’t get the work to stop over there, and
blame it all on him, and then they want to sue him, he has to
give it up to the Environmental minister who is in their fucking
pocket. One way or another they try to control that goddam
land.
This guy Munroe, he is the guy he used to by himself he used
to fight this fucking battle, he cries for help ***** come and
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help him.
B: Monroe?
PN: Monroe yeah (inaudible) Munroe went to try to clean up
the beach (inaudible) Tried to stop him from being able to use
that ***** They couldn’t buy the guy off so now they got
(inaudible) control them completely.
B: Chief, let me show you something, when you go off, any
time you come into town you need to either call me or message
me; you need us more closer to you than ever these days, you
know what I mean? I don’t want no one to fuck with the chief,
alright?
Page 3 of 5
21:07:30
PN: ***** we’ve got a lot of people on the pay right now
*****
You know who (inaudible) on the information that's going on
(inaudible)
B- Inaudible 21:08:00 inaudible conversation mumbling
PN: I was hoping to make a ton of (inaudible)
21:09:30 inaudible conversation
PN: but everything we can fucking do (inaudible)
21:10:00 Inaudible conversation
PN- environment (inaudible) I spend four hundred thousand
dollars ***** report **** zero evidence of anything fucking
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ever flowing towards Jaws Beach, ever. You know what
happens when it disappears from Jaws Beach? It goes into the
marina, it’s in the channel of Lyford Cay , then it goes just
like… from my beach it goes into my channel, from that beach
it goes to Lyford Cay. They they had to take up that thing and
put it back. You know what they did? They were gonna put it
back but they told the guy who was digging it it will be hard to
***** so they were gonna let him keep the sand of Jaws
Beach, that belongs to the fucking people, this fucking pirate
was gonna pay the guy off for that beautiful sand ***** most
valuable sand in the world ***** so that they could not show
that the beach was actually ok and it’s just sand missing.
So I went, ‘Look in the Lyford Cay channel and see the
fucking thing there, and they now have to dig it out
themselves. So this is what Munroe is saying they are trying to
do ***** they are claiming that I robbed them of that land.
PN -(inaudible) Keod is going to be going over there, he’s
gonna be filming the goddamn thing ***** people over there,
enjoy the goddamn beach ***** as far as those two fucking
frauds are concerned , if we can turn them that would be the
best avenue.
B: We can do that chief.
PN: They need to turn, we need fucking ***** ways to catch
this son of a bitch *****
(inaudible conversation)
So listen I haven’t met with the big coward – this prime
minister won’t meet with me. Fucking scared. Me, I’m
defending ***** every fucking time I go on TV, I go ‘Don’t
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you dare blame this on this prime minister *****.
B – (inaudible) Every Saturday now chief, once the buses
come round, like I said, once you message me or, you know?
PN- yeah we gotta organize that now (inaudible)
meetings there *****

community

B: Yeah chief, no trouble, no problems, no nothing.
PN – Yeah, class class (inaudible) I’m sick of the fucking
***** now
B- If anybody asks us why we did that, we did that because we
from Bain Town… I’m just asking
PN - Yeah that's right man you know
B - Just asking
PN – You guys are, hell, yeah if you want to take your land
back, it’s your fucking land I don't really need it its your
fucking land, it’s not Bacons fucking land, he’s a fucking racist
trying to steal fucking land from you , Bullshit on that
21:15:30 Inaudible conversation
Page 4 of 5
PN - So ermm, we gotta keep this fucking rolling now right,
really put the pressure on that that man , look you gotta take
(inaudible), whole fucking people don't want him here
(inaudible) 2 fucking years on this injunction (inaudible) then
hold me in contempt this government (inaudible) in contempt
(inaudible) meanwhile they clear their fucking sand over there
but I can’t clear mine *****
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B- Chief (inaudible) the problem is that the judge you have on
you, is an FNM judge.
PN: Oh yeah
T: You need to get a PLP judge
PN: That’s right.
PN- and the prime minister’s got got every fucking (inaudible)
he’s got to get rid of these fucking injunctions which are totally
bogus, and in order to get rid of them he’s got to get rid of
Bain in there, you know (inaudible) then he gets rid of the
injunction, and when he gets rid of the injunction he can give
my fucking work permit and then fucking Bacon, Bacon’s
whole campaign goes out the fucking window
B- (inaudible) we need to send a stronger message to Bacon?
We need to get Bacon over here in the Bahamas and that's
where we can get our hands on him , Trust me
PN- Bacon should be outlawed **** the government of the
fucking Bahamas, Bacon’s bringing fucking racism to this God
damned country ,, You know (inaudible) exporting racism, he
uses the fucking racist card you know, He celebrates his
fucking great great grand daddy God damned plantation and he
doesn't want anything to do with Whylly plantation which set
you guys all free, he doesn't want to hear anything to do with
setting slaves free, fuck - we should be all very proud of that
God damned place it’s the best kept fucking secret for Christ
sake, you know, everyone’s proud of their fucking heritage for
Christ sake, you guys, this country, a hundred years earlier
(inaudible) we haven't had much of racism here at all that was
quite a long time ago, and he brought the fucking stuff back,
you know.
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Modern day lynching of me for Christ sake you know, I’m just
trying to do the right thing you know (inaudible) fucking ass
(inaudible)
B- I do want to talk to you over there (inaudible)
PN- I don’t I don't want him so close to the thing myself, I
(inaudible)
B- we don’t never let him know our business.
PN- I don't tell him none of this either so
B- Alright alright
PN- Everything is ok , nobody knows about us , you know he
happened to be there so that’s the reason he came in front of
the car, but you know there’s nobody I tell about this stuff.
Even if I talk to, you know (inaudible) - and we want it to
remain that way right, (inaudible) Deputy Prime minister only
knows about ***** and its gonna stay that way, don't wanna
work with Leo (inaudible) or any other guys that's why I’ve
been working directly with you on this we have a close
relationship, he’s a good mouth piece for us but the mouth
piece can say the wrong thing sometimes
B- (inaudible) you know (inaudible) Video and audio end at
29:45:00
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Cables:

pOLICE IHEADQUA.RTERS
p.0. Box N-458
Nassau, N.P.,
The Bahamas

Tel: 242- 325-7601
Fax:242-328-2644

Please address reblv to:

Commissioner of Police
and quote

Ref POL. 15/6 xr 19/1

11 July, 2014

Mr. Livingstone Bullard
Nassau, The Bahamas.
_..^^...,,._,F.

Uear Ntr. $uitard:
RE: PERNIIT FOR PEACEFUL DEMONSTRATION

JULY 14, 2014 — RAWSON S4UARE
Your request dated 4 July, 2014, has been received and its contents noted.
Please be advised that your request for a peaceful demonstration to be conducted in
Rawson Square has been approved. Inspector Kemp, Ofifcer in Charge of the Licensing and
Permit Section has be advised to assist with a permit. You may contact his office at telephone
number 302-8006 in this regard.
Yours sin
^

Leon E.
LB, (Hons.) LEC, AA,
Assistant Commissioner
Uniform Operations
fer.,w._ _ Comnissioner of Police
,
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Nygard denies paying men to disrupt rally | The Tribune
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Nygard Denies Paying Men To Disrupt Rally

Peter Nygard
As of Thursday, December 18, 2014
• Sign in to favorite this
• Discuss 2 comments, Blog about
• Share this Email, Facebook, Twitter
LAWYERS acting for Peter Nygard, the millionaire fashion designer, have denied allegations that he asked a
group of men to disrupt a Freedom of Information rally ten days ago in downtown Nassau, after which two
environmental advocates asked for police protection.
They were responding to a suggestion by Joseph Darville, a director of Save The Bays, that, when confronted,
some of the men had claimed to have been asked to attend the protest in Charlotte Street on December 7 by
individuals working for Mr Nygard.
“Our client did not pay anyone to disrupt the said rally and had nothing to do with the alleged demonstration
or any threats or intimidation or mischief whatsoever by anyone in the situation outlined in the publication,” a
letter from the legal firm Evans and Co to The Tribune on Tuesday said.
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Mr Darville and fellow director Fred Smith asked for police protection after the rally was disrupted by what
they said was a group of men, on a flatbed truck blaring music and carrying “menacing and defamatory”
banners. Mr Smith described the disruption as “disgusting” and that he and Mr Darville now “fear for their
lives”.
“A peaceful gathering in support of Freedom of Information was nearly hijacked by a bought and paid-for
mob sent there to intimidate and cause trouble,” Mr Smith said in a statement.
“Considering the increasingly sinister tone of their messages, many of us are now very afraid. We call on the
Commissioner of Police to intervene and protect us before someone gets hurt.”
A senior police officer turned the protestors away but they returned and Mr Darville confronted them.
Photographs showed the men wearing shirts and waving placards bearing slogans about Louis Bacon, a
neighbour with whom Mr Nygard is involved in a long-running dispute.
Police confirmed that the men had no permit to protest.

More like this story
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Plea for police protection after 'mob' interrupts protest
Motion filed to hold Nygard in contempt of court
Peter Nygard served with legal notice for breach of dredging injunction
Nygard served notice for alleged breach of injunction
Judge tells Nygard: Produce ‘political donation’ videos

Comments

TalRussell 10 months, 1 week ago
Running scared? Comrades upstairs over at Shirley & Deveaux. What's up with how quickly you seem delete
any story on Nygard in matter of hours? Your newspapers two Nygard stores in past three days, were deleted
in less than two hours. Why so?
Upvote

0

• Sign in to reply
• Sign in to suggest removal

proudloudandfnm 10 months ago
Nygard is such scum man.
Upvote

0

• Sign in to reply
• Sign in to suggest removal
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I have an account.
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"BANISH BACON" This was the cry of a group of angry Bahamians who rushed down Bay Street
during the 2015 New Year's Day Junkanoo Parade in downtown Nassau.
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During the demonstration the group carried placards calling on government officials to have the
billionaire hedge fund manager permanently removed form The Bahamas.
The group alleged that Bacon is a racist who seeks to take international credit for the fight to save Clifton
Bay for development.
Thousands of Bahamians, visitors and Government dignitaries lined Bays Street for the annual cultural
parade that has deep African roots.
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News

Police charge QC with ‘causing harm’
Fred Smith, QC, yesterday revealed that he was charged by
police with causing harm to another man and said he is
expected to be formally arraigned in a magistrate’s court on
Friday.
Smith, who was released on his own recognizance, said he had
no idea that charges had been filed against him, adding that he
was shocked when officers informed him of the accusations
yesterday.
Smith was charged at the Cable Beach Police Station shortly
before 1 p.m.
The charge stems from an "incident" at Jaws Beach in April, he
said.
Smith’s alleged victim, whose name is being withheld, claimed in
a sworn affidavit that Smith knocked him down on April 25.
TURNED HIMSELF IN: Fred Smith QC and his attorney John
Smith spoke to The Nassau Guardian at the Cable Beach Police Bostwick QC speak with members of the media concerning charges
Station shortly after he was charged.
that Smith is facing.
“Regrettably, I have been charged with causing harm,”?he said. (Photo: Torrell Glinton)
“I say regrettably because I regard myself as being a victim of an
attack at Jaws Beach and it certainly seems very odd that I
should be the subject of an arrest charge and prosecution at the courts.
“So I regard this as a grave injustice and obviously we have to fight the accusations that are being leveled against me in
the courts.”
Asked about the incident at Jaw Beach, Smith said he did not want to talk about the specifics of the case before the
matter is heard in court.
Smith said police called him a few days ago and asked him to come in to the station.
He said he was under the impression that he was being called in to discuss the charges that he filed against his “attack."
“I was requested by the police to come in a few days ago and made arrangements to travel from Freeport where I live,”
Smith said. “I was not told why I had to come. I thought it had something to do with continuing to provide information about
what had happened to me.”
Smith said the charge could hurt his reputation.
"These kinds of things have very huge personal repercussions and it is unfortunate,” he said.
Smith said he intends to plead not guilty on Friday.
Smith is represented by attorney J. Henry Bostwick, who accompanied him to the police station yesterday.
Smith said he and Bostwick will begin preparing for the trial following the arraignment.
Copyright © 2016 MediaSpan Messenger
Privacy Policies: The Freeport News
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March 26, 2015
Deputy Commissioner

of Police (Acting) Stephen Seymour

Royal Bahamas Police Force
Police Headquarters,

East Street

Nassau, Bahamas

By hand
Dear DCP,

On behalf of the directors and CEO of Save The Bays, I wanted to express deepest appreciation

for your

taking the time to meet with us yesterday.

We fully appre~iate how full your plate must be and are therefore
to review

the very thorough

document

increasingly aggressive demonstrations
threatening

submitted

detailing

even more grateful for your agreeing
what

of hate speech. Those demonstrations

public verbal and sign age attacks on several directors

dedicated to environmental

protection

As you review the complaint

we believe

are numerous

and

include defamatory

and

of Save The Bays, an organization

and preservation.

which was formally

delivered to the Commissioner

of Police on February

27, 2015, please note that there are several hyperlinks to images and recordings that we fully believe to
be in violation of the Penal Code. Also accompanying the document
we believe are intimidating,

threatening

Each of the persons targeted
months feels threatened

is a DVD with explicit scenes of what

and insulting attacks.

by the increasingly

and seeks protection.

aggressive attacks which took place over a series of

Those persons include:

•

Rev. C.B. Moss, Pastor, Mount Olive Baptist Church and founder

•

Frederick

RM Smith, Queen's Counsel, Managing

. Bahama; Chairman, Save The Bays, co-founder
Rights Association;

Bahamas Against Crime

Partner, Callenders

and currently

& Co., Freeport,

Grand

President, Grand Bahama Human

legal defender of many unable to pay for legal services.
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•

Joseph Darville, Education Director, Save The Bays; Vice Chairman, Grand Bahama Human Rights
Association;

retired

principal,

Bahamas Counselors'

Catholic

Association;

Diocese; founding

past president

member

and past president

of the Bahamas Mental

of the

Health Association

and the Grand Bahama Mental Health Association; founding member and presently co-chairman
of the Bahamas National
Network;

Drug Council; a founding

past VP of the Caribbean

chairman of Operation
and an administrative

Federation

Hope, [volunteer

member
of Mental

drug prevention,

of the Caribbean
Health;

education

founding

Human Rights
member

& rehabilitation

and

program];

VP of the Freeport YMCA. He also presently serves as Board Chairman for

the Grand Bahama Humane Society.
•

Paco Nunez, immediate

•

past News Editor, The Tribune.

Diane Phillips, Save The Bays director,
member

Safe Bahamas;

member

Guardian Talk Radio show co-host; founding and charter

Historic

Bahamas

Foundation

Council;

sole recipient

Bahamas Chamber of Commerce Chairman's Award for Service to the Business Community,

of
and

numerous other awards; public relations executive.
•

Louis Moore

Bacon, successful

businessman,

conservationist,

winner

awards including the National Audubon Society Medal for Conservation.

of prestigious

global

Lyford Cay homeowner

whose fear for his own life keeps him away from The Bahamas.

For a group of persons so committed

to making The Bahamas we all love a better place, the punishment

of living in fear is a quiet tragedy and we look to you, as many do, no doubt, for proper investigation
requisite

action to initiate

investigation

steps leading to justice

and an end to this misguided

progresses, we would be most appreciative,

travesty.

and

As your

too, of being kept abreast as appropriate.

As we thank you once again, we also invite you to contact

any of us should

you need further

information.

~Ie.ct,~~
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ALARM
OVER KKK
PROTEST

New Years Day spectacle highlights
urgent need for hate speech laws
XENOPHOBIC MESSAGES and Ku Klux Klan symbolism on display at this
year’s Junkanoo parade, the centerpiece of Bahamian cultural life.

SAVE THE BAYS
DIRECTORS were
targeted with libelous
and discriminatory
messages during an
attempt to disrupt
a pro-Freedom of
Information event in
December.

By SAVE THE BAYS
The barbaric, hateful and
intimidating
demonstration
which was allowed to poison our national cultural centerpiece, Junkanoo, on New
Year’s Day signals the rise of
a shameful and dangerous tendency within our national public dialogue.
The hostile and xenophobic
messages on display at this traditional family event, well attended by visitors from abroad,
targeted Save The Bays (STB)
chairman Fred Smith, QC, and
renowned international businessman and conservationist
Louis Bacon. Banners read:
“Bacon is KKK” beneath an
image of a burning cross, “Join
the coalition to banish Bacon”,
“Fred Smith, Haitian infidel”,
and “Is Fred Smith a Bahamian
or an illegal Haitian?”

The Bahamas should be
proud to have such esteemed
and prestigious individuals
leading the charge for environmental rights; instead we allow
a gang of thugs to attempt to
tarnish their names and reputations while thousands look on
in person and untold numbers
witness it via social media or
other means, bringing shame
and embarrassment to the nation of The Bahamas.
STB is not asking for special
treatment for Mssrs Bacon and
Smith, nor anyone else; the fact
is that every individual in The
Bahamas deserves the right to
live their life without the specter of fear and intimidation
hanging over their heads.
The heinous Junkanoo spectacle was but the latest in a
series of malicious attacks on
peaceful and law-abiding individuals. On December 5, a

THE “PRO-NYGARD” march in July 2014. Men wearing “Save
Nygard Cay” t-shirts attacked Rev. Dr. CB Moss, Fred Smith
and Louis Bacon, calling them, among other things, terrorists.
That well-respected and
prominent individuals should
be allowed to become the victims of such malicious and
reprehensible
malignancies,
paraded about in the public
square, and that no one – from
the police to the parade organizers to the politicians in attendance – saw fit to intervene,
are to be regarded as enduring
stains upon the conscience of
this nation.
Mr. Bacon is a renowned and
decorated philanthropist and
environmental conservationist
He is a director of STB along
with Fred Smith, who is a highly regarded Queen’s Counsel.
Both men have spent decades
leading efforts to protect the
environment.

similar protest featuring identical banners and costumes,
attempted to hijack an even
in support of the passage of a
Freedom of Information Act,
organized by STB.
Controversial fashion designer Peter Nygard went on
the record to deny he organized
this December protest. He has
yet to make any comment on
the unseemly New Year’s Day
display or on a “pro-Nygard”
march held in July of last year,
in which hostile messages
against STB directors and associates were also on display.
He has not denied any involvement.
On that day, targets included Joseph Darville also an

STB Director, a universally
respected veteran educator,
who served as principal of a
Catholic High School in Grand
Bahama for 20 years. Newly
appointed STB director Diane
Phillips was also singled out by
the group of aggressive male
protesters, an experience that
left her in fear for her safety,
but undaunted.
A self-styled “Pro-Nygard”
march through Downtown
Nassau in July 2014 attacked
Mr. Bacon, Fred Smith and
Rev. Dr. CB Moss, an esteemed
and influential member of the
local clergy, as well as a former
PLP Senator. Clearly the orga-

Every
“individual
in

The Bahamas
deserves
the right to
live their
life without
the specter
of fear and
intimidation
hanging over
their heads.”

environmentally
development.

sustainable

These repeated attempts to
demonize and strike fear into
the hearts of individuals – and
particularly those advocating
for greater individual rights,
government transparency and
respect for the rule of law –
point to a desire to silence free
speech, incite hatred and bring
an end to socially constructive
community activism in The
Bahamas.
On a separate but equally
concerning note is the evidence
of the inducement, financial or
otherwise, of persons of Afri-

Bahamas.
We therefore call on the government to follow international
trends and best practices by
bringing a Bill to parliament
that would make it a crime to
incite hatred, violence or prejudice against any individual or
group, by the use of threaten- MANY INVOLVED in the
ing or intimidating language or December protest could not
explain the meaning of the
actions.
words and symbols on display.
Obviously such a law would
have to be carefully crafted to paganda for war and any adensure that it cannot be used vocacy of national, racial, or
to curtail our constitutionally religious hatred that constitute
guaranteed freedom of expres- incitements to lawless violence
sion. But free speech rights can or to any other similar action
never be used as an excuse to against any person or group

These repeated attempts to demonize and strike fear
“
point to a desire to silence free speech, incite hatred
and bring to an end socially constructive community
activism in The Bahamas.”

can descent to don the costume
of oppression – the symbols
and vestments of the abominable Ku Klux Klan. During
the December 5 demonstration,
several participants admitted
they had no idea who they were
protesting against or what the
messages or symbols on display referred to.
Clearly, there is an attempt
afoot to undermine and pollute the identity of Bahamians as a free and independent
people who so proudly – and
to our eternal credit, peacefully
–shook off the shackles of op-

incite hate or to infringe upon
or violate other sacred rights
of the individual, for example
the right to security, freedom of
conscience and freedom from
discrimination of any kind.
In addition, The Bahamas
has ratified the International
Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights, which states that “any
advocacy of national, racial or
religious hatred that constitutes
incitement to discrimination,
hostility or violence shall be
prohibited by law”.
The American Convention
on Human Rights, to which

nizers and perpetrators of these
reprehensible displays have no
respect for any individual or
institution.

PROTESTERS who sought to disrupt the FOIA event target
Fred Smith, Louis Bacon and new STB director Diane Phillips,
who was in fear for her safety but remained undeterred.

We take note of Minister of
Youth, Sports and Culture Dr.
Daniel Johnson’s pledge to
investigate the latest incident.
While this should be regarded
as a positive first step, a comprehensive and definitive response from government is
also required. STB submits
that if not dealt with promptly
and decisively, this ominous
new tendency could threaten
this country’s efforts to chart a
course towards a more decent
and tolerant future.

pression. It reduced The Bahamas to a mockery of what we
are supposed to be as a nation.

The Directors of STB and
Rev C. B. Moss are all civic
and like minded environmental leaders who are committed
to preserving the beauty and
natural resources of The Bahamas for future generations with

Around the world, hate
speech is recognized as any
effort to brand individuals and
minorities with false and negative attributes in a way that is
directly harmful to them. When
repeatedly used, it has been
known to incite discrimination,
victimization and violence.
Over the past few decades,
countries across the globe have
been forced to grapple with the
consequences of a surge in the
instances of hate speech, often tied to the rise of religious
fundamentalism and in many
cases with disastrous and tragic
results. STB does not want to
see this kind of fallout in The

If not dealt
“with
promptly

and decisively,
this ominous
new tendency
could threaten
this country’s
efforts to
chart a course
towards a
more decent
and tolerant
future.”

The Bahamas is also a signatory, declares that: “Any pro-

of persons on any grounds including those of race, color,
religion, language, or national
origin shall be considered offenses punishable by law.”
The vast majority of developed countries and several in
the developing world have already passed some form of ban
on hate speech.
In Belgium, acts motivate
by racism or xenophobia are
prohibited; in Canada, inciting
hatred against any identifiable
group is an indictable offense;
In Denmark, public statements
by which a group is threatened,
insulted or degraded are prohibited; in Germany, incitement to popular hatred is a
punishable offense; in Iceland
ridicule, slander and threatening speech is banned; in Jordan,
several laws seek to prevent
the dissemination of material
that would provoke hatred or
strife; Singapore’s penal code
criminalizes the deliberate
promotion of enmity, hatred
or ill-will and hate speech was
specifically excluded from protection under the South African
Constitution. The list goes on
and on.
STB calls on the government
of The Bahamas to join the
ranks of these forward thinking
nations and protect all citizens,
residents and visitors from intimidation, slander and threatening language or actions.
An Act of Parliament banning hate speech should form
part of a raft of Human Rights
Act and similar Bills that also
include anti-corruption laws,
appointment of an Ombudsman, a Freedom of Information
Act and enhanced protections
for all minority groups in The
Bahamas.

PAID ADVERTISEMENT

Founded less than two years ago, Save The Bays began as a grassroots effort to protect ecologically significant areas of The Bahamas from unregulated development.
It has grown into a broad-based coalition calling for comprehensive environmental protections, oil spill legislation and greater transparency in government. With more than
17,200 followers on Facebook, STB is the fastest growing, most popular non-profit, non-government organization in Bahamas history on social media. The group’s petition
calling on the government to enact an Environmental Protection Act, a Freedom of Information Act, stop unregulated development and end to oil pollution, is climbing in
numbers, with around 6,400 signatures so far. To get involved, sign the petition or learn more, visit www.savethebays.bs.
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